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White Magick, to grow your inner light and banish the dark. White Magick is an
ancient pagan practice that focuses on healing, clairvoyance, protection, innergrowth and self-realization. It has the power to protect and the power to attack
the dark. With the power of White Magick you will be on your way to being a
beacon of light in a dark world. Brittan Nightshade's "Book of Shadows: White
Magick" contains a wealth of rituals and spell work to aid you in your search for
peaceful power as you learn, practice and grow on your path of righteousness.
While making clear that the power resides in the practitioner and their intentions,
she gives us many useful spells for a multitude of situations. She recommends
adapting these rituals she has collected to make your own unique personalized
spells and even has an entire chapter on the ancient Futhark Runes and how
these ancient symbols of power can be used in crafting your own White Magick
Spells. The Book of Shadows: White Magick contains many spells, including but
not limited to: A home protection spell crystal ritual Banishment Spell to cast out
dark spirits Spells for enchanting mundane objects with magick Tea Ritual for self
confidence Potions and spells for protection Rituals for Communion with Hecate
and Nyx Curse Removal and Cleansing Spells to find closure Entire Section on
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the Futhark Runes Various Candle, Crystal, and Rune Magick Rituals to enhance
your second sight Whether you are a beginner wiccan or an advanced
practitioner this book is sure to be a great inspiration while walking the path the
gods and goddesses have laid before you. Allow your light to shine forth in these
dark times. "The craft of Magick is a constant, fluctuating, living thing and our
ancestors have borrowed, changed, and made from scratch what we practice
today. Let this work be the hill that you use to construct a vast mountain. Aim
your intentions to greatness and conquer the dark." -Brittany Nightshade
Includes more than 200 quick spells for love, money, protection, and happiness!
Simple actions, creative rhymes, and sincere intentions can bring you your
heart's deepest desires. Whether you want to create transformation in your
relationships or you want to make the world a better place, The Little Big Book of
White Spells includes the spells that you need. Find love, remove a curse, and
bring the passion back into a relationship. Banish depression, protect yourself
from negative energy, or make a business more profitable. With more than 200
spells, this book opens a whole universe of potential for making positive changes
for yourself, your loved ones, and your community.
EDIT: Updates for 2017! Added more spells, illustrations and a glossary. I
compiled this Book of Shadows from a collection of spells I have been using
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since I started down my path. This book contains over 100 spells, a list of runes,
how they can be used in spell casting and even crafting your own spells. I've
collected these spells from several different sources, mostly from witches I have
met in my travels and covens I have been a part of. I've tweaked a few of these
spells to fit my needs from time to time and you can do the same as the words
aren't what give the spells power, your energy is what really matters, so feel free
to do the same and change what you want to suit your own needs. The craft of
Magic is a constant fluctuating living thing and our ancestors have borrowed,
changed, and made from scratch what we practice today. I hope this book helps
you grow as a person and a spellcrafter. -Brittany Nightshade -Brittany
Nightshade
No longer the stuff of broomsticks, black cats and cauldrons, witchcraft is all
about self-care in a modern and often confusing world. This is the perfect book
for all women looking to channel their inner power, make positive changes in their
lives, cleanse, heal, and embrace a little more spirituality. Semra will teach
readers how to make bespoke spells, construct an altar, create manifestations,
moon rituals, gratitude meditations, and more. Blend some oils to increase your
luck, use a candle manifestation to break a hex and get over past lovers, or make
a special blend of tea to stay calm. Featuring information on crystals, tarot, herbs,
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oils and much more, this is a book on cosmic assistance that is accessible for
everyone. When you are happy and positive on the inside, it makes you glow on
the outside, and Everyday Magic will help you do just that.
A collection of spells and incantations from a variety of traditions focuses on
themes of divining the future, requesting protection, seeking love, or making a
wish come true.
Offering helpful skills and techniques for such things as raising vital energy levels
and influencing others to do your bidding, this text on white witchcraft provides
rituals to achieve love, power, money and success.
The ideas of philosophers (Ficino, Pico, Della Porta, Bruno) on magic interfered
with popular alternative and witchcraft rites. This book focuses on “wandering
scholastics” (Trithemius, Agrippa, Paracelsus, Bruno) and will be a stimulating
read for all those interested in Renaissance mentality.
A workbook listing angels from ancient civilizations to modern day who can give
you help, knowledge and protection; and how you can call upon each one.
In the White Magic Spell Book, author Deran Gray shares a collection of White Magic Spells.
Spells that will help practitioners heal and rejuvenate themselves while bringing them more in
tune with their energies. Each spell is laid out in an easy to read and simple how-to format that
makes it a great addition to every practitioner's library.
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"White Magic is magnificent." --Kristen Arnett Bracingly honest and powerfully affecting, White
Magic establishes Elissa Washuta as one of our best living essayists.
This is white witch Titania Hardie's complete guide to white magic. Based on the 13 moons
which make up the witch's calendar, each chapter covers an aspect of magic which is
governed by a moon and which has its own colour, scent and number associated with it.
Included are chapters on divination, love and fertility magic, herbal and healing magic, and
spells for enchanting and disenchanting, for safe travel, for peace at home, and for success.
A Spellbook of White Magic to grow your inner light and banish the Dark. White Magic is an
ancient pagan practice that focuses on healing, clairvoyance, protection, inner-growth and selfrealization. It has the power to protect and the power to attack the dark. With the power of
White Magic you will be on your way to being a beacon of light in a dark world. Brittany
Nightshade's "Little Book of White Magic Spells" contains a wealth of rituals and spell work to
aid you in your search for peaceful power as you learn, practice and grow on your path of
righteousness. While making clear that the power resides in the practitioner and their
intentions, she gives us many useful spells for a multitude of situations. She recommends
adapting these rituals she has collected to make your own unique personalized spells and has
an entire chapter on the ancient Futhark Runes and how these ancient symbols of power can
be used in crafting your own White Magic Spells and unlocking hidden knowledge. The Little
Book of White Magic Spells contains many rituals, spells, and information including but not
limited to: Rituals to Protect your home and family Potions and spells for self betterment and
growth Rituals for Communion with Hecate Curse Removal and Cleansing Various Candle,
Crystal, and Rune Magic Spells Rituals to enhance your second sight and 3rd eye Information
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on Creating your own Rituals Whether you are a beginner wiccan or an advanced practitioner
this book is sure to be a great inspiration while walking the path the gods and goddesses have
laid before you. Allow your light to shine forth in these dark times. "The craft of Magick is a
constant, fluctuating, living thing and our ancestors have borrowed, changed, and made from
scratch what we practice today. Let this work be the hill that you use to construct a vast
mountain. Aim your intentions to greatness and conquer the dark." -Brittany Nightshade
Wiccan White Magic Spellbook for beginners.
Paper is older than the printing press, and even in its unprinted state it was the great network
medium behind the emergence of modern civilization. In the shape of bills, banknotes and
accounting books it was indispensible to the economy. As forms and files it was essential to
bureaucracy. As letters it became the setting for the invention of the modern soul, and as
newsprint it became a stage for politics. In this brilliant new book Lothar Müller describes how
paper made its way from China through the Arab world to Europe, where it permeated
everyday life in a variety of formats from the thirteenth century onwards, and how the paper
technology revolution of the nineteenth century paved the way for the creation of the modern
daily press. His key witnesses are the works of Rabelais and Grimmelshausen, Balzac and
Herman Melville, James Joyce and Paul Valéry. Müller writes not only about books, however:
he also writes about pamphlets, playing cards, papercutting and legal pads. We think we
understand the ?Gutenberg era?, but we can understand it better when we explore the world
that underpinned it: the paper age. Today, with the proliferation of digital devices, paper may
seem to be a residue of the past, but Müller shows that the humble technology of paper is in
many ways the most fundamental medium of the modern world.
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In the ancient hills and misty hollows of Fayette County, Pennsylvania, generations of locals
have passed down stories of a woman with mysterious magical powers. People came from
near and far to seek healing and protection through her strange rituals. Some even believed
she could fly. Named Moll Derry and nicknamed the Witch of the Monongahela, her legend has
been documented by writers and folklorists for more than two hundred years. She is
intertwined in many regional tales, such as the Lost Children of the Alleghenies and Polly
Williams and the White Rocks. Author Thomas White separates fact from fiction in the many
versions of Moll Derry and recounts Western Pennsylvania's folk magic history along the way.
An empowering guide for young witches about the kinds of magic they can create for
themselves every day. Intended for children between the ages of eight and twelve, who are
curious about the possibility of "something more" in their lives, this handbook focuses on three
major areas of the witch's life: friendship, personal fulfillment, and family. Each section includes
spells, rituals, potions, and other useful information, such as tables about crystals, chakras,
and herbs.
Inside its transformative pages, Lucy Cavendish teaches you her own methods of working with
'White Magic', designed to heal your love life, your spirit, and your body. With fascinating
glimpses into her own path and life, Lucy Cavendish's White Magic is at once a manual for
magic, and an inspiring guide to living an enchanted life. This beautiful book includes magical
yet practical step-by-step guidelines for developing your psychic abilities, discovering your
magical name, uncovering past lives, and improving your romances, relationships, health and
financial situation. It also contains never before published tarot spreads and a complete sevenday guide to a 'Week of White Magic' - a week that will transform your life forever.
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This practical book clearly outlines all that is required to practise white magic.
Here you can learn how use creative visualisation to meet your guardian angel or
create a sphere of protection using incense and sacred herbs, how to call on the
powers of the four seasons, spirit guardians and cosmic forces to add power and
influence to magical work. Magic rituals are pictured in progress step-by-step.
The book gives help and advice on the magical tools that are needed for the
practice of modern white magic, including robes, symbols of the four elements,
candles, incense, herbs and spices, the correspondences of plants, flowers and
trees.
This is a new release of the original 1948 edition.
Learn how to practice the White magic to help ourselves and as well as the
client's or customers approach you to get the solution to the love, money,
protection from the negative energy, devils, demons, spirits, souls and black
magic. Know the basic concept of the white magic and know different types of the
black magicians mentalities, how to punish the black magicians by the power of
the white magic gods. Types of the communication with the magic goddess are
the benchmark of the book. You can identify the inner mind of the anyone before
you. Lord Narasimha and Lord Hanuman are the white magic gods of the Ancient
Hinduism. Learn how to use the power of the gods to get ride on the strong
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negative power. This book also consists different types of the spells used to
punish the black magicians
Fifteen Rules for Magic - the soul, the White Magician, becoming manifest
through its own inherent magical powers. The human being is essentially and
inherently divine. The soul is the means whereby humanity evolves a
consciousness of divinity, redeems gross matter and liberates the pure flame of
spirit. This work talks about White Magic.
A diverse history of the thought, philosophy and evolution of consciousness
which has shaped the Western Mystery Tradition and the practice of modern
ritual magic.
Heavy weight paper cover -- very slick and attractive cover. Good quality paper
on inside.
If drugs were people you met at a party, ganja and hashish would be the middleaged guys in dirt-starched jeans sitting on the terrace strumming a guitar. They
would say things like 'dude, check out the moon' a lot. Acid would be the amateur
DJ mixing Buddha Bar and Ibiza trance, trying to catch all the pretty colours
drifting from the sound speakers. Ecstasy the young girl touching herself,
touching everybody, touching the walls, making love to the world... Heroin. She's
the bitch in the corner, man, just an ageless coldhearted bitch in a business suit.
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Billy Joel wrote a song about her. Not far from Mumbai is a rehab called Land,
founded by Dr Yusuf Merchant (or Doc, as he is known among his patients). A
meeting point for those suffering from a range of addictions and behavioural
disorders, Land holds extraordinary stories of tragedy, fortitude and survivalincluding Doc's own story. In White Magic, Arjun Nath looks back on the time he
spent at Land as a recovering heroin addict: the rules and rituals, the agony of
withdrawal and the moments of lightness he shared with his fellow inhabitants.
Woven into this personal record is the tale of the maverick doctor's several
incarnations: from Ismail to Yusuf to Bhai to Doc. Sharp, sensitive, yet full of
swag, White Magic is an outstanding achievement.
Understanding Candle Magic Is Easier Than You Think When I first became
interested in candle magic, I didn't know where to start. I wrote this book with that
in mind. I will take you through all of the elements of candle magic. Starting with
choosing the right candle, then preparing the candle for your spell. The book
includes a list of herbs that are commonly used in candle magic and it explains
how to incorporate crystals and gemstones into your spells Wealth In All Areas
Of Life I believe that we should be fulfilled in all areas of our life. I have included
spells for wealth and diet, because I think that having enough money, and being
physically fit will make us feel better and be able to do more good in the world. I
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have also included spells for Love, Healing, and Universal Justice. Sebastian
Collins From The Book: "In this book, I want to share an extensive Wicca guide
that can help you utilize white magic for various purposes such as natural cure
and healing, universal justice, love, money, health, protection, diet, and energy
among others using candles, herbs, crystals, and positive incantation. White
magic involves a process of attracting ancient powers and wisdom through the
collective mind, which people are able to access spontaneously in visions and
dreams. Wicca makes use of rituals, spells, and various states of consciousness
in order to obtain such cosmic memory bank consciously. Thus, many Wiccan
witches believe that attracting on the accumulated powers and wisdom of
numerous generations can result in healing magic. On the other hand, the
practice of witchcraft entails great responsibility given that you will be dealing with
the extremely potent material. The primary benefit of magic, specifically white
magic is being able to provide a form to your thoughts, desires, and needs and
cause them to substantiate to reality through concentrating and directing your
own natural energies and inner powers. In doing so, you will also obtain more
abundance, harmony, and joy in your world, especially if your focus is about
positivity. In this book, you will be able to learn white magic for positive uses. The
first chapter of this book provides an introduction and some important facts about
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Wiccan candle magic. The second chapter is about herbs and their association
with white magic. The third chapter is about crystals and gemstones and how
they can be used in white magic. In the fourth chapter, you will learn candle
magic spells for money and diet. The fifth chapter covers candle magic spells for
healing, love, and universal justice. Finally, the sixth chapter is about candle
magic spells for protection and energy."
Keep all of your spells in 101 magic spell book.. Table of content for you write in
about Name of spell, Date and Type. Keep record of a spells for, How to cast,
Supplies Needed and Inspiration for spell.. 4 Blank notes pages for extra
information.. Size 8x 10 Inches, 110 Pages. Designer Book perfect for gifts.
This book contains the Fifteen Rules for Magic (for soul control), the soul, the
White Magician, becoming manifest through its own inherent magical powers.
The human being is essentially and inherently divine. The soul is the means
whereby humanity evolves a consciousness of divinity, redeems gross matter
and liberates the pure flame of spirit from the limitation of form.
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and
before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are
republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions,
using the original text and artwork.
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In a new edition of this much-loved compendium, Michael Johnstone has
compiled 88 fun, white-magic spells for all needs: to find love, settle arguments,
achieve optimal health, attract money, help job seekers, and more. The Book of
Spells contains everything you need to make your dreams come true, including
practical steps to take if the spells don't take effect immediately. With step-bystep, easy-to-follow instructions and easy-to-find tools and ingredients, this
comprehensive spellbook emphasizes how to use spells and magic positively for
self-development.
A mysterious book with a mysterious past, first published in 1919, The White
Magic Book serves up answers to life's daily questions. "This book," Farber
writes in the Introduction, "is your personal, portable shrine, twenty-four-hour
medium, and in it is the answer to your every question. All you have to do is use
it with sincerity and an open mind, and you will be truly surprised and delighted to
experience moments of synchronicity on a daily basis." The White Magic Book is
like the Internet. There's information out there to be had, and this wonderful little
book helps us to access it. Although the questions and answers are written in the
language of the early 20th century, like a lovely piece of china from another era,
they are as meaningful today as they were then. We may now hear good news
from far away not by post but by e-mail. There is nothing dated about the advice
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to pay attention, have a sense of humor, and find a suitable career. The White
Magic Book is simple to use: pick a question, let your finger fall to a symbol on
the Table of Jupiter, and find the corresponding answer.
Discover the techniques for performing white witchcraft with this beginner's guide
to casting spells. Learn the importance of the moon's cycles and ways to tap into
the rhythms of the natural world, and how to source your own ingredients. From
love potions using candle magic and rituals for attracting prosperity, to charm
bags for courage and incantations for lasting happiness, there is a spell for every
occasion.
This is a book about white magick and witchcraft as sources of wisdom, healing
and positivity. Like Native American spirituality, to which true witchcraft is akin
(some say both were carried by the people of Atlantis), the practice of white
magick is based on the belief that that all life is sacred and interconnected in an
unbroken circle. For example, every fully grown birch tree - defined in magick as
a tree of new beginnings and regeneration - breathes out enough oxygen for a
family of four and absorbs the carbon dioxide that we exhale, transforming it
again to life-giving oxygen. And this sacred spark of a common source of divinity
is contained not only by trees, but also the stones, the animals, the people and
everything else on the Earth and in the waters and the sky
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Build Confidence and Find Love with Brittany Nightshades White Magic Love
Spells. Simple, well structured Magic Love Spell Rituals from acclaimed author
Brittany Nightshade. The perfect Love Spell book for beginners from any Wiccan
path. This spell book has rituals ranging from building confidence in yourself to
shaping your fate to put you on a path of long lasting love. The key to doing love
spells in a white magic way is in how you cast your intentions, you want to ensure
that you are not forcing your will on another person. Instead you ask the gods,
goddesses and spirits to put you on a path that will lead to true love. This Wiccan
White Magic Spell Book includes but is not limited to following: Poppet Spells for
attraction Love Spell Reversal Rituals Aphrodisiac potions Relationship Blessing
Rituals Broken Heart Healing Spell Love Charms Massage Oil Rituals Attraction
Rituals Futhark Runes for Crafting Spells Start your magical journey to finding
true love with Brittany Nightshade's White Magic Love Spells for beginners.
-Example Ritual- Crystal Love Spell This spell will imbue a crystal with a strong
aura of passion. Carrying this Crystal on your person will make anyone in your
vicinity contemplate a potential relationship with you. You will need: Clear or
Rose Quartz Crystal String Red or Pink Cloth Sea Saltwater Sprinkle some sea
saltwater onto the crystal to cleanse it of any negative energies as it will need to
be clear of any residual energies as you're about to charge it with your own. Hold
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the Crystal in your dominate hand and energetically say the following:
"Magnetism, energies bright! Power unmatched, love! Delight! Freya's blessings!
Strong and Right! I charge this crystal with blinding light!" Place the crystal in the
middle of cloth and bring the corners together. Tie the corners together with the
string and keep it on you whenever you want the attention of those around you.
White Magic Spell Book to grow your inner light and banish the Dark. White Magic is an
ancient wiccan practice that focuses on healing, clairvoyance, protection, inner-growth and selfrealization. It has the power to protect and the power to attack the dark. With the power of
White Magic you will be on your way to being a beacon of light in a dark world. Brittan
Nightshade's "White Magic Spell Book" contains a wealth of rituals and spell work to aid you in
your search for peaceful power as you learn, practice and grow on your path of righteousness.
While making clear that the power resides in the practitioner and their intentions, she gives us
many useful spells for a multitude of situations. She recommends adapting these rituals she
has collected to make your own unique personalized spells and has an entire chapter on the
ancient Futhark Runes and how these ancient symbols of power can be used in crafting your
own White Magic Spells and unlocking hidden knowledge. The Book of Shadows: White
Magick contains many spells, including but not limited to: A home protection spell crystal ritual
Banishment Spell to cast out dark spirits Spells for enchanting mundane objects with magick
Tea Ritual for self confidence Potions and spells for protection Rituals for Communion with
Hecate and Nyx Curse Removal and Cleansing Spells to find closure Entire Section on the
Futhark Runes Various Candle, Crystal, and Rune Magic Spells Rituals to enhance your
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second sight Whether you are a beginner wiccan or an advanced practitioner this book is sure
to be a great inspiration while walking the path the gods and goddesses have laid before you.
Allow your light to shine forth in these dark times. "The craft of Magick is a constant,
fluctuating, living thing and our ancestors have borrowed, changed, and made from scratch
what we practice today. Let this work be the hill that you use to construct a vast mountain. Aim
your intentions to greatness and conquer the dark." -Brittany Nightshade Wiccan White Magic
Spellbook for beginners.
Rulisa doesn’t want to be a good witch. She wants to be a bad witch. But after her second
expulsion from a powerful magical school, Rulisa’s father sends her packing off to White
Magic Academy. Not only is this school a laughstock in the witch community, her goody-goodytwo-shoes death-enemy is thriving there. When you add visits from her con artist father, an
assigned friend who won’t leave her alone, and the minor matter of assassins from Black
Magic Academy, things are looking annoying. And why, why, why does her death-enemy keep
trying to be her friend?
THE ordinary fields of psychological inquiry, largely in possession of the pathologist, are
fringed by a borderland of occult and dubious experiment into which pathologists may
occasionally venture, but it is left for the most part to unchartered explorers. Beyond these
fields and this borderland there lies the legendary wonder-world of Theurgy, so called, of Magic
and Sorcery, a world of fascination or terror, as the mind which regards it is tempered, but in
either case the antithesis of admitted possibility. There all paradoxes seem to obtain actually,
contradictions coexist logically, the effect is greater than the cause and the shadow more than
the substance. Therein the visible melts into the unseen, the invisible is manifested openly,
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motion from place to place is accomplished without traversing the intervening distance, matter
passes through matter. There two straight lines may enclose a space; space has a fourth
dimension, and untrodden fields beyond it; without metaphor and without evasion, the circle is
mathematically squared. There life is prolonged, youth renewed, physical immortality secured.
There earth becomes gold, and gold earth. There words and wishes possess creative power,
thoughts are things, desire realises its object. There, also, the dead live and the hierarchies of
extra-mundane intelligence are within easy communication, and become ministers
orÊtormentors, guides or destroyers, of man. There the Law of Continuity is suspended by the
interference of the higher Law of Fantasia. But, unhappily, this domain of enchantment is in all
respects comparable to the gold of Faerie, which is presumably its medium of exchange. It
cannot withstand daylight, the test of the human eye, or the scale of reason. When these are
applied, its paradox becomes an anticlimax, its antithesis ludicrous; its contradictions are
without genius; its mathematical marvels end in a verbal quibble; its elixirs fail even as purges;
its transmutations do not need exposure at the assayer's hands; its marvel-working words
prove barbarous mutilations of dead languages, and are impotent from the moment that they
are understood; departed friends, and even planetary intelligences, must not be seized by the
skirts, for they are apt to desert their draperies, and these are not like the mantle of Elijah.
Complete with over 50 spells and information on the magickal tools and traditions of witchcraft,
The Book of Spells is the ultimate guide to healing, manifesting your desires, and diving
confidently into the mysteries of magick. Calling upon ancient powers and the ways of the
Witch, The Book of Spells contains rituals and visualizations for releasing negativity, increasing
bliss, healing a broken heart, finding your Spirit guides, embarking on the adventure of astral
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flight, and more. With the help of timeless myths and fables, as well as author Jamie Della's
personal anecdotes, each spell offers empowering insight to help you uncover your innate
Divine essence. This beautifully gilded compendium includes need-to-know information on
Sabbats and ancient traditions, Gods and Goddesses, and tools of the Craft such as herbs,
crystals, tarot archetypes, moon phases, and runes. The Book of Spells is the perfect
beginner's guide to following the Path, practicing the Craft, and incorporating magick into your
daily life. Advance praise for The Book of Spells “This book opens the door to a life of magic
and inspiration. The most wonderful thing about it is that Jamie actually lives by the book.
She’s the real deal! The Book of Spells is personal, engaging, and empowering. Her
information about the Craft is heartfelt, user-friendly, and a treasure trove of witchy wisdom.
You’ll love this book whether you are a novice or an expert. Enjoy!”—Victoria Bearden,
nationally renowned astrologer and psychic “What a sweet book this is. Spells and a lot more
for people new to the Craft written by an experienced Witch who practices what she
preaches.”—Barbara Ardinger, author of Goddess Meditations and Finding New Goddesses
“Creative, ethical, and respectful of tradition but modern in focus, these spells are focused on
self-healing, rather than forcing your will on others.”—Anna Korn, Adocentyn Research Library
“Young and old alike find a rainbow of solutions in Jamie Della’s self-empowering Book of
Spells. Simultaneously bold and inviting, Della’s unswerving devotion to self-love, selfawareness, and growth shines through on every page of this gem of a soul’s companion
guidebook.”—Tania Pryputniewicz, author of November Butterfly
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
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artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the
original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
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